In this article, we present LWDLS, a lightweight data location service designed for Exascale storage systems (storage systems with order of 10 18 bytes) and geo-distributed storage systems (large storage systems with physically distributed locations). LWDLS provides a search-based data location solution, and enables free data placement, movement, and replication. In LWDLS, probe and prune protocols are introduced that reduce topology mismatch, and a heuristic flooding search algorithm (HFS) is presented that achieves higher search efficiency than pure flooding search while having comparable search speed and coverage to the pure flooding search. LWDLS is lightweight and scalable in terms of incorporating low overhead, high search efficiency, no global state, and avoiding periodic messages. LWDLS is fully distributed and can be used in nondeterministic storage systems and in deterministic storage systems to deal with cases where search is needed. Extensive simulations modeling large-scale High Performance Computing (HPC) storage environments provide representative performance outcomes. Performance is evaluated by metrics including search scope, search efficiency, and average neighbor distance. Results show that LWDLS is able to locate data efficiently with low cost of state maintenance in arbitrary network environments. Through these simulations, we demonstrate the effectiveness of protocols and search algorithm of LWDLS.
INTRODUCTION
According to predicted hardware characteristics and input-output (I/O) throughput of Exascale systems by 2018, Exascale storage systems will need to support I/O at the level of more than 60TB/s [Dongarra 2010 ]. To meet the storage demands including speed, capacity, and cost, both flash storage devices and traditional disks will be used to meet the required I/O throughput.
As storage systems scale to Exascale, storage environments will become more heterogeneous and dynamic than today's High Performance Computing (HPC) storage systems because of system scale, the use of various storage components, and the level of parallelism required by Exascale computing. Reducing limitations on data placement and replication will possibly improve I/O throughput. Some nondeterministic storage systems [Nowoczynski et al. 2008; Curry et al. 2012] have already been designed with the goal of facilitating writes. However, locating data in nondeterministic storage systems is challenging. The traditional centralized approach has limited scalability and has difficulty supporting at the level of parallelism required by Exascale systems. Deterministic strategies for both data placement and data location have been used in some HPC file systems [Yang et al. 2004; Weil et al. 2006b ]. Furthermore, global state is commonly used for achieving high performance [Tang and Yang 2003; Weil et al. 2006a] . These methods are efficient but limit data placement.
In this article, we present a lightweight data location service (LWDLS) for Exascale storage systems (storage systems with order of 10 18 bytes) and geo-distributed storage systems (large storage systems with physically distributed locations). The main contributions of this work are as follows.
(1) We present a new approach for locating data in Exascale storage systems.
LWDLS provides a search-based data location method and enables arbitrary data placement. (2) LWDLS is directly applicable to nondeterministic storage systems [Nowoczynski et al. 2008; Curry et al. 2012 ] designed for Exascale computing and other storage systems for finding data, and thereby can enable reads in systems like Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] . (3) LWDLS addresses two problems together: topology mismatch and inefficient search performance of the pure flooding search [Jiang et al. 2008] . In LWDLS, probe and prune protocols are designed to reduce topology mismatch, and a new heuristic flooding search algorithm provides higher search efficiency than the pure flooding search algorithm [Jiang et al. 2008 ] while having comparable search speed and search coverage. (4) LWDLS is lightweight and scalable in terms of low overhead, high search efficiency, no global state, and avoiding periodic messages. (5) LWDLS can be applied in geo-distributed systems to improve I/O throughput by taking advantage of locality.
THE PROBLEM
Locating data in Exascale storage systems (and other large-scale storage systems) is fundamental but challenging. It affects many aspects of Exascale systems, such as performance, scalability, reliability, and management. To meet the storage demands of Exascale computing by the end of this decade, some nondeterministic storage systems [Nowoczynski et al. 2008; Curry et al. 2012] have already been designed with the goal of facilitating writes. Nondeterministic storage systems can provide certain useful capabilities that are difficult to implement in today's parallel file systems, such as high-performance writes, dynamic load-balancing, enriched flexibility for moving data and creating replicas, and potentially other advantages. However, reading data from nondeterministic storage systems proves challenging, because of problems such as how to find data, how to deal with the consistency among replicas, and others. For instance, in Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] , nondeterministic data placement has been used to facilitate peak media speeds for application checkpoints, but Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] does not support reads. The data segments residing in Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] need to be copied into the parallel file system [Bent et al. 2009 ] before clients can read them back. Solutions that enable reads in nondeterministic storage systems without the need for reorganizing data, or that at least allow clients to find the data before the process of relocating data is finished (like in Zest) will be useful.
In Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems, most search-based algorithms are insufficient for nondeterministic HPC storage systems. A search-based solution needs to address two problems effectively together. The first problem is topology mismatch between physical network topology and overlay network topology. Since the overlay network does not necessarily reflect the physical network underneath, communication efficiency can be reduced by long-distance communications and by sending the same message on a single physical network path multiple times. The second problem is search performance. Pure flooding search [Jiang et al. 2008 ] is a simple, reliable, and fast method for finding data, but it is inefficient and unscalable because of its high cost of redundant messages generated during search. Other search methods that are based on random graph theory, such as random walks [Pearson 1905; Lv et al. 2002] , and probabilistic flooding search methods [Crisóstomo et al. 2012; Gaeta and Sereno 2011] , require maintaining the statistical properties of overlay network graph always in order to find data with the given search success rate. In LWDLS, we work to avoid this strong requirement on Exascale storage systems, and also retain the ability of optimizing the overlay network based on the network latency or others factors. Furthermore, these probabilistic methods trade response time against search efficiency, but HPC applications have a strong requirement for response time minimization.
In this article, we present LWDLS, a new approach for locating data in large-scale HPC storage systems. Features of LWDLS include providing a search-based data location service, enabling arbitrary data placement, avoiding global state or periodic messages, being able to reduce topology mismatch, low-cost of state maintenance, fast search speed, and high search efficiency.
RELATED WORK
We discuss several areas of research that are closely related to this work, including file systems and peer-to-peer (P2P) systems.
File Systems
In many existing HPC storage systems, the location of data is explicitly stored and managed by centralized servers in the form of a metadata directory, such as in GPFS [Schmuck and Haskin 2002] , Lustre [Schwan 2003 ], zFS [Rodeh and Teperman 2003] , PVFS [Carns et al. 2000] , GoogleFS [Ghemawat et al. 2003 ], and others. This approach requires the involvement of centralized servers in cases of data placement, movement, or replication. Therefore, it is difficult to support the billion-way parallelism required by Exascale systems.
In some other file systems, including Sorrento [Yang et al. 2004] and Ceph [Weil et al. 2006b ], deterministic mapping algorithms [Tang and Yang 2003; Weil et al. 2006a ] from data object IDs to storage server IDs are designed for data placement and location. The Sorrento file system [Yang et al. 2004 ] enables freely moving data and replicas in the system by using a deterministic method to locate the metadata that contains the location information of data. In the event of relocating data, the residence information can be found and updated by any server in the system. In our design of LWDLS, we want a fully nondeterministic solution with less state and lower overhead of state maintenance. In Ceph [Weil et al. 2006b ], the CRUSH [Weil et al. 2006a] algorithm is used to find data in a deterministic manner, and to distribute data uniformly among servers in the system for load balance. Generally, these deterministic data location methods provide better scalability than the centralized methods, and are able to find data directly and efficiently without the need for an explicit layout lookup. However, the deterministic data placement mechanism does not provide the ability to load balance dynamically or to use preferentially the storage that is "close" to applications as in nondeterministic storage systems. Some nondeterministic storage systems, such as Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] and Sirocco [Curry et al. 2012] have been designed to support Exascale computing with the goal of allowing computing nodes to write their buffers into storage systems as fast as possible by eliminating limitations on data placement. Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] has been used to facilitate application checkpoints, but it does not support reads. To read data back, Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008 ] requires copying its data into a fullfeatured parallel file system [Bent et al. 2009 ] so that data can be found by using the data location method of the parallel file system [Bent et al. 2009 ]. In the meantime, clients cannot read the data residing in Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] .
LWDLS provides a direct, lightweight solution to enable nondeterministic storage systems such as Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] and Sirocco [Curry et al. 2012 ] to find data without relocating data or waiting for completion of data relocation to new places. Furthermore, LWDLS imposes zero-cost of state maintenance when the location service is not used.
Peer-to-Peer Systems
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems are built on overlay networks that are imposed on top of physical networks. According to the types of overlay networks, they can be categorized into unstructured, structured, and hybrid P2P systems [Buford 2013 ].
In unstructured P2P systems, search methods mainly include flooding search and random walks [Buford 2013 ]. Pure flooding search [Jiang et al. 2008 ] is a simple, fast, and reliable method, but is not scalable because of the cost of redundant messages generated during search. To reduce redundant messages, different flooding search schemes [Jiang et al. 2008; Gkantsidis et al. 2005; Lv et al. 2002; Lin et al. 2009] , are designed to reduce the cost of search. In some methods [Chawathe et al. 2003 ], replication and the properties of network topologies are utilized to improve search performance. However, these methods do not address the topology mismatch problem. LightFlooding [Jiang et al. 2008 ] requires maintaining additional information, such as 2-hop neighborhoods and tree-like structures on every node. LWDLS avoids these strong requirements and the overhead of state maintenance.
Probabilistic flooding search algorithms [Crisóstomo et al. 2012; Gaeta and Sereno 2011; Oikonomou et al. 2010 ] reduce the number of messages needed by only sending messages to a subset of neighbors on each step that are selected based on probabilistic functions [Stauffer and Barbosa 2004] . Probabilistic flooding searches trade search response time against search efficiency. Furthermore, these algorithms are based on random graph models where the lengths of edges are assumed to be equal, and they require the networks satisfy particular statistical properties [Newman et al. 2001; Stauffer and Barbosa 2004] in order to achieve the desired rate of search hits. By way of contrast, LWDLS is designed to retain the helpful properties of flooding search while providing higher search efficiency. LWDLS is also able to reduce topology mismatch.
Random Walk [Pearson 1905; Lv et al. 2002] chooses one neighbor to send a message at each hop along the search path. In K-random walks [Lv et al. 2002] , K walkers are used to search in parallel. Like probabilistic flooding search, the search speed of random walks is much slower than pure flooding search [Jiang et al. 2008 ], although they have better search efficiency.
For the topology mismatch problem, LTM [Liu et al. 2005] and THANKS [Liu 2008 ] provided simple and efficient probe and cut mechanisms that are similar to the probe and prune protocols of LWDLS, but there are important differences. One distinct difference is that LTM [Liu et al. 2005] and THANKS [Liu 2008 ] try to break all of cycles formed within the two-hop neighborhood by removing the largest edge of a triangle to improve search efficiency. However, LWDLS tries to remove redundant long-distance communications while allowing the physically closer servers to form neighbors. The triangles formed by the physically close servers are kept and used to improve both search response time and search efficiency. Furthermore, LTM [Liu et al. 2005 ] requires the clocks of servers be accurately synchronized, and requires periodically sending messages among the 2-hop neighbors by each server in the system. However, LWDLS tries to avoid these. THANKS [Liu 2008 ] is similar to LTM [Liu et al. 2005] , except it kept the distances of 2-hop neighbors updated by piggybacking neighbor distances. LTM [Liu et al. 2005] and THANKS [Liu 2008 ] used pure flooding search [Jiang et al. 2008 ], but in LWDLS, a heuristic flooding search algorithm is designed for running on the optimized overlay network.
In structured P2P systems, Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are designed to improve search performance by using structured overlay networks. Examples of DHTs are Chord [Stoica et al. 2001] , Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel 2001] , Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazières 2002] , CAN [Ratnasamy et al. 2001 [Lakshman and Malik 2010] , ZHT [Brandstatter et al. 2013] , and others. Generally, DHTs provide bounded worst-case search performance. Most DHTs are multi-hop DHTs, such as Chord [Stoica et al. 2001] , Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel 2001] , which take more than one-hop to locate data. Dynamo [DeCandia et al. 2007 ], Cassandra [Lakshman and Malik 2010] , One hop DHT [Gupta et al. 2003 ], Memcached [Memcached 2013] , and ZHT [Brandstatter et al. 2013] , are 1-hop or also called zero-hop DHTs. By taking advantage of global state, given a request, each server in the system is able to determine the location of data directly.
DHTs require maintaining structured overlay networks using periodic messages. As discussed previously, Sorrento [Yang et al. 2004] has provided an example of enabling nondeterministic data placement by using the DHT technique to find the residency information of data efficiently. However, we are more interested in a completely nondeterministic solution, so that both the need for maintaining the structured overlay network and the need for updating the residency information of data can be eliminated.
In hybrid P2P systems [Yang and Yang 2010; Loo et al. 2004 ], some functionality is still centralized, although such systems require fewer state than structured overlay networks. Generally, we want a fully distributed solution for system scalability.
APPROACH
LWDLS is a fully distributed, P2P-technology-inspired solution. It provides a searchbased service for locating data in large-scale HPC storage systems such as Exascale storage systems. In a target system, given the membership information each server possesses, an overlay network can be constructed upon which the location service of LWDLS is performed. However, searching overlay networks reveals two immediate problems. The first problem is topology mismatch between the physical network and the overlay network, which reduces communication efficiency. The second problem is the overall search performance including search speed, efficiency, and scalability, must meet the requirements of HPC applications.
To address these two problems, in LWDLS, we designed probe and prune protocols that reduce topology mismatch with the support of network distance measurements; in addition, we designed a heuristic flooding search (HFS) algorithm that has comparable search speed and coverage to the pure flooding search algorithm [Jiang et al. 2008] but is more efficient overall. Furthermore, HFS can be used independently without adapting or altering the overlay network, or can be combined with probe and prune protocols to optimize the overlay network during search process.
In this article, we primarily describe the functional properties of LWDLS and performance implications, but we do not cover operational aspects such as recovery from hardware and network faults. The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the assumptions and terminology used; Section 4.2 offers the definition of lookup messages used by the protocols and the LWDLS algorithm to implement its services; Section 4.3 introduces the types of server lists used for building virtual overlay networks needed for search; Section 4.4 describes the probe and prune protocols; Section 4.5 describes a heuristic flooding search algorithm; Section 5 presents the experiments and results; finally, Section 6 summarizes this work and suggests additional future work that builds on our results presented here.
Assumptions and Definition of Terminology
Before introducing the protocols and search algorithm of LWDLS, we describe the assumptions we made in our designs and the terminology that has been used throughout this article.
4.1.1. The Overlay Network. Following are the assumptions made in our design. First, in the target systems, we assume that each server has some membership information, but the membership information may not be updated or be globally consistent (i.e., not global state). Second, the overlay network graph constructed based on the membership information must be a connected graph. LWDLS does not control the forming or the connectivity of the initial overlay network, while it does maintain the connectivity of the overlay network during search process in a fault-free environment. Third, the overlay network graph may not necessarily have certain structure [Stoica et al. 2001; Jiang et al. 2008] , have particular statistical properties [Newman et al. 2001; Pearson 1905 ] such as on random graphs, or perfectly match the underlying physical network topology.
In P2P systems, the servers that are connected on an overlay network are called "neighbors," and the number of neighbors each server has is usually called the "degree." We use these terms throughout this article.
Nondeterministic Storage.
In a nondeterministic storage system, given a lookup request, the target data can be stored anywhere in the system. Furthermore, data can be placed on or be moved to any server in the system with few limitations. Zest [Nowoczynski et al. 2008] and Sirocco [Curry et al. 2012] are two examples of nondeterministic storage systems. In both these systems, search is useful but might only be needed occasionally. To be applicable to these systems, LWDLS was designed to be as lightweight as possible. It only uses lookup messages to search for data and to optimize overlay network. When search is not called, LWDLS imposes zero-cost for state maintenance. Figure 1 shows the content of a lookup message. Three server IDs, IDs of the requesting server (nid), sender (snid), and the previous sender of sender (ssnid) implementation, the server IDs are convertible to the IP addresses and port numbers of the servers. This simple implementation allows us to differentiate servers uniquely in our experiments, and enables the receiver of a lookup message to communicate with the servers whose IDs are attached on the message. Other methods that can provide the same functionality and can provide improved adaptability to different network environments, such as in NAT, are also applicable to LWDLS.
Definition of Lookup Messages in LWDLS
The field of a lookup request of a lookup message shown in Figure 1 includes a unique lookup ID (lk id) and a query condition. The receiver of a lookup message searches its local storage and responds accordingly.
A set of bit flags is defined to express operations of protocols of LWDLS. The IS NEIGH bit indicates if the receiver is one of the neighbors of the sender. The ACK FLAG bit indicates if the receiver needs to send an ACK message to the sender. The KEEP FWD bit indicates if the receiver needs to keep forwarding the lookup request even a local search hit is found.
In addition to searching, lookup messages are also used to convey operation requests of protocols. For instance, a pruning operation request, Prune [rnid, pnid] , where rnid is the ID of the server requesting this pruning operation and pnid is the ID of the server under pruning, is attached on a message in the form of type = PRUNE, rnid, pnid , as shown in Figure 1. 
Types of Server Lists
In LWDLS, different types of server lists are used to construct the overlay network and to support the operations of reducing topology mismatch, which include initial server list, neighbor list, will prune list, will probe list, blacklist, and triangle list. The state transitions for servers among these lists are shown in Figure 2 .
The initial server list is given to each server when the server is added into the system. It contains a list of servers, all or some of which should exist. The use of the initial server list helps ensure the connectivity of the overlay network formed by servers in the system. Other methods for adding new servers that ensure the connectivity of overlay network are also applicable to LWDLS.
The neighbor list is used to record the servers that are physically close to this particular server. Furthermore, this list allows the servers that send messages with the bit of IS NEIGH=1 to be added into the list directly without measuring their distances. In LWDLS, when a server sends a message to servers in its neighbor list, it is required to set the IS NEIGH bit to one. By doing so, the use of the IS NEIGH bit not only facilitates adding new servers, but also makes the network graph undirected for simplicity. When a server is joining the system, servers in the initial server list are directly added into the neighbor list.
The will probe list lists the servers whose distances are unknown and need to be measured. For every lookup message, the receiver checks whether it needs to add snid and ssnid attached on the message into its will probe list based on if their distances are known.
The will prune list records the servers that will be removed from the neighbor list, because of their longer distances than others and the existence of at least one alternative path to them.
The blacklist is used to exclude the servers in it from measuring their distances for a given period of time, because their distances are not close enough according to the previous results.
The triangle list records the triangles formed by three servers on an overlay network. When receiving a message, the receiver (with server ID my nid) detects if itself has formed a triangle with server snid and server ssnid by checking if both snid and ssnid are in its neighbor list. If so, a triangle defined as my nid, snid, ssnid is added into the triangle list. If a server is removed from the neighbor list, all related triangles should also be removed from the triangle list accordingly.
Probe and Prune Protocols
In order to reduce topology mismatch, we designed probe and prune protocols that enable a server to explore other physically close servers and to reduce redundant longdistance communications. Requests of probing and pruning operations are only carried by lookup messages with ACK FLAG=1, as shown in Figure 1 .
With the reasonable (weak) assumption that the clocks on the servers in the system will not be accurately synchronized, in probe and prune protocols the network distance between two servers is approximated using the half of Round Trip Time (RTT), although this is not completely accurate in real systems. Other more accurate methods are also compatible with LWDLS, but are beyond the scope of this article.
4.4.1. Probing Operation. By encoding snid and ssnid on lookup messages, the receiver of a lookup message is able to probe its 2-hop neighbors on a dynamic overlay network. As introduced in Section 4.3, snid and/or ssnid are added into the will probe list, if their distances to the receiver are unknown. The servers in the will probe list are probed by sending lookup messages with information of TTL=0,ACK FLAG=1,IS NEIGH=0 , as shown in Figure 3(b) , so that the servers being probed will send ACK messages back to the server that initiates the probing operation. After receiving an ACK message, a server is able to compute the distance to the probed server. If their distance is smaller than a threshold (the average neighbor distance is used), the probed server is moved from the will probe list into the neighbor list. Otherwise, the probed server is moved into the blacklist. Figure 3 shows an example of the probing operation. Initially, server C and B are not direct neighbors. Over communications, B and C learn each other from messages among them, since they are within 2-hop neighborhood. Let C start probing B first. C sends message to B and measures their distance from RTT. If the distance |BC| is smaller than the average neighbor distance of C, then B is moved from C's will probe list into C's neighbor list. Otherwise, B is moved into the blacklist of C.
Pruning Operation.
Pruning operations remove redundant long-distance overlay links among servers, which are detected from triangles in the triangle list. Figure 4 shows an example of pruning operation. In Figure 4(a) , A, B, and C form a triangle on the overlay network, and there are two paths to reach B from A (A → B and A → C → B). In Figure 4 (a), if A initiates a flooding search, two of the four messages that are generated in the search process are redundant (on the edge BC). Furthermore, if the distance |AC| is much shorter than |AB|, after removing the edge AB, only two messages are needed to achieve the same search coverage without redundant messages, but with certain acceptable delay introduced between A and B, as shown in Figure 4(b) .
A ratio of the lengths of two adjacent edges of a triangle, such as the ratio of |AC| over |AB| in Figure 4 (a), is used to determine if one of the two edges should be removed, although some delay is possibly introduced. This is a trade-off between response time and search efficiency. Figure 4 (c) shows an ideal case where both redundant messages and topology mismatch are reduced by pruning operations. The advantages of pruning based on the ratio of the lengths of two adjacent edges of a triangle are as follows: first, it is simple and lightweight, particularly in distributed environments, this is because each server in the system is able to initiate a pruning operation only based on its local information, and thereby avoids the distributed consistency problem; second, this mechanism enables a server to differentiate the servers that are physically closer than others to reduce topology mismatch. As a result, the triangles formed by the physically close servers are reserved.
Without the global knowledge of a network graph, removing edges of a network graph in distributed environments has the risk of partitioning the network. To overcome this problem, a pruning operation requires the agreement from all neighbors of a server. Furthermore, to reduce the cost of sending messages to ask for the agreement explicitly, a pruning operation is performed only when a server has an opportunity to broadcast lookup messages with information of ACK FLAG=1 and Prune[rnid, pnid] to its neighbors, as introduced in Section 4.2. Figure 5 shows a diagram of broadcasting lookup messages with pruning requests and asking for ACK messages on which the decisions from the neighbors are attached.
In order to ensure the connectivity of the network graph, after receiving a pruning request, generally, the receiver checks if there is at least one alternative path to 6 . Examples of pruning operations, where server A tries to prune server C from its neighbor list in distributed environments. In cases (a) and (b), server C will disagree with A's pruning request, since there is no alternative path to A; in case (d), server C will agree on server A's pruning request. In case (c), one of server A's neighbors, say server B, will disagree on pruning C by A. And in case (e), B will agree on A's pruning operation.
server rnid and pnid separately after the pruning, based on its neighbor list and triangle list without conflict with its undergoing pruning operations. There are two cases to consider. First, if the receiver is the one under pruning, it checks if there is alternative path (2-hop indirect paths) found from its triangle list to server rnid without conflict with its undergoing pruning operations. Its decision is sent through the ACK message. In Figures 6(a) and 6(b), server C is the one under pruning by serverA, and C disagrees with A's pruning request because of the lack of other path to A after pruning. In Figure 6 (d), server C agrees with A's pruning request, since there are other paths (C → B → A and C → E → A) to A.
In the second case, the receiver is not the one under pruning. There are two further cases to consider. First, if the server pnid is not in the neighbor list of the receiver, the receiver will agrees with the pruning request directly. This is because the receiver does not need to have a path to server pnid in order to maintain the connectivity of the overlay network. Second, if server pnid is in the neighbor list of the receiver, the receiver needs to check if there are alternative paths (both direct and 2-hop indirect) to server rnid and to pnid respectively without conflict with its undergoing pruning operation(s). The decision is sent with the ACK message.
In Figure 6 (c), server B disagrees with A's pruning request because of the conflict with B's pruning operation on C. Figure 6(d) shows a case where B agrees with A's pruning request, since B is able to reach A (through B → A) and reach C (through B → F → C) after the pruning.
In summary, a pruning request succeeds only when all receivers agreed on it. Furthermore, once a server agrees with a pruning request, all the related triangles are removed from its triangle list. 
Heuristic Flooding Search
In this section, we introduce a new heuristic flooding search (HFS), which can be ran independently without the probe or prune protocols, or be combined with the probe and prune protocols to optimize the overlay network during the search process. HFS is a type of pure flooding search, but HFS is able to take advantage of a cache of the most recent lookup histories and the triangle list that each server possesses to broadcast lookup messages while reducing redundant messages. Generally, on each hop along the search path, each server will broadcast lookup messages to all its neighbors unless it knows a neighbor should have seen this lookup request before according to the server's cache of lookup history and the triangle list. HFS is heuristic in the sense that each server is able to make local decisions on forwarding lookup messages independently, by observing the events of sending and receiving messages and using its lookup history cached.
With probing and pruning operations, the servers that are physically close are more likely to be neighbors of each other, and the triangles formed by them cannot be broken by pruning operations because of the criteria defined and discussed above. For each triangle detected during the search process, three bits, denoted here as "knowledge bits," are used to represent which of the three servers on the triangle of the overlay network graph have known the existence of this triangle, as shown in Figure 7 (a). For example, in Figure 7 (c), after server A received the same lookup messages from B and C respectively, A detected the triangle (A,B,C) and updated its knowledge bits to (1,0,0). Furthermore, since server A has forwarded the same lookup message to server C, C should have also detected this triangle. Therefore, server A updated the knowledge bits to (1,0,1).
The triangle list with knowledge bits are used by HFS to reduce redundant messages. HFS is a type of flooding search algorithm. At the beginning, when there are few triangles that have been detected, it works like the pure flooding search [Jiang et al. 2008] . However, as more triangles with knowledge bits are formed, HFS is able to start saving cost by avoiding redundant messages. This is based on the fact that when a server on a triangle of the overlay network, say server A, broadcasts messages to the other servers on the triangle, say server B and C; if B or C knows they have formed a triangle with server A, then B or C does not need to send the received message to others on this triangle, because they should have received the same message from server A. Figure 8 shows the mechanism for accumulating states, and then use them to reduce redundant messages. In Phase-I, redundant messages are generated on the edges of triangles. However, over a series of communications, more triangles are detected, and servers keep updating the knowledge bits. Some redundant messages are sent purposely by a server to help its neighbors with detecting triangles and to update their states. For instance, on receiving a redundant message, a server checks if the sender is on a triangle on which the corresponding knowledge bit for the sender is zero. If so, this implies that the sender might have not detected this triangle. In this case, a redundant message is sent to the sender with appropriate snid and ssnid information. The cost of sending redundant messages to help update states of neighbors can be amortized by future communications, as long as the triangle exists. Figure 8(b) shows, after serverB received redundant message from A, B sent an extra message to A with snid=B and ssnid=C, so that server A detected the triangle and updated its knowledge bits.
In Phase-II, the accumulated states are used by HFS to save on the cost of redundant messages, as shown in Figures 8(c), 8(d) , and 8(e), two redundant messages can be saved with the help of triangles and knowledge bits on a triangle.
In HFS, when a server receives a lookup request it first updates its cache of lookup history by recording the lookup message ID (lk id) and sending and receiving information for this lookup request. Second, it searches the cached lookup history, adds the servers from which this lookup request was received into a set called In neigh , and add the servers that were forwarded this lookup request into a set called Out neigh . Third, it searches its triangle list, and adds its neighbors that form triangles with the servers in In neigh into a set called Skip trg neigh . The servers in Skip trg neigh should have received this lookup request from the servers in In neigh , since they form triangles. Furthermore, it searches the triangle list to find the neighbors that form triangles with the servers in Skip trg neigh and have larger server ID than this server, and add them into Skip trg neigh , until there are no more servers that can be found and added into Skip trg neigh . One rule in use is that when two servers of a triangle have received the same lookup request, only the one with larger ID should send this message to the third server on the triangle. After finishing the calculation as described above, a server forwards lookup messages to its neighbors in neighbor list except ones in the sets of In neigh , Out neigh , or Skip trg neigh . Figure 9 shows examples of forwarding lookup messages based on the triangles and accumulated information. Figure 9 (a) shows the simplest case in which only one triangle is involved. Figure 9(b) shows the case of using two triangles and forwarding messages based on the result of the comparison of server IDs. In Figure 9 (c), more triangles are involved, and server C makes forwarding decisions based on the triangles it has and the observed events of sending and receiving messages among its neighbors.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to test LWDLS in HPC environment with a large number of storage servers, we developed a simulator using an open-source network simulation framework [Varga and Hornig 2008; Denzel et al. 2008 ]. We present our simulation results in this section.
Simulator and Configurations
The simulated HPC storage system, as shown in Figure 10 (a), is organized with a three-level fat-tree network topology [Denzel et al. 2008] , which connects with all of storage servers in the system. The latency and bandwidth of each physical link used are 5μs and 10Gbps respectively, in order to emulate a common 10 gigabit Ethernet network [Tolley 2011 ]. In the simulator, a storage server is represented by a compound module containing a set of discrete modules. Figure 10(b) shows the detailed architecture of our simulator. The configuration files are shown in Table I . 5.1.1. Generation of Overlay Network Graphs. We evaluated the search performance of the HFS algorithm and effectiveness of probing and pruning operations on two overlay network graphs, each incorporating different degree distributions of servers and levels of topology mismatch.
These overlay network graphs were generated at random using the following mechanism. At the beginning, there is only one server in the system. When a new server is added, it randomly selects M existing servers in the system as its neighbors. Furthermore, if a server is selected by other servers that are added later, it also adds them subsequently as its neighbors.
Based on this mechanism, two overlay network graphs both with 1,024 servers were generated. The graphs have M = 5 and M = 80, respectively. Their initial degree distributions are shown in Figure 11 . These two overlay network graphs enable us to test LWDLS on both low-degree (the graph with M = 5, average degree = 9.88) and high-degree (the graph with M = 80, average degree = 138.08) network graphs, and to complete a number of simulations within a manageable amount of time.
Before running a simulation, each server has an initial server list, as introduced in section 4.3, which contains its neighbors on the overlay network graph to be used during the simulation.
Generation of Lookup
Requests. Given a lookup request, search performance was evaluated by letting every server in the system process this request separately, with TTL values ranging from 1 to 7. This range of TTL values is large enough to achieve search coverage close to 100% [Ripeanu et al. 2002] , and this coverage is confirmed in our simulations. Search performance is computed from the average performance of all servers using the same TTL value.
Each server has a list of lookup requests that are processed at a given time and are randomly selected. The start time of processing a lookup request has no correlation with the search performance of LWDLS, if probing and pruning operations are disabled.
After a simulation, all of the histories of sending and receiving messages are recorded for performance analysis. We analyze our results as a function of TTL value.
Data Indices in the Local
Object-based Storage Device. To demonstrate the applicability and to test the search performance of LWDLS, we made the following restriction in our experiments: for each lookup request there is only one copy of the target data object existing and it is randomly distributed in the system. Note that the choice of using different replication mechanisms is an orthogonal concern to using LWDLS and is not specifically addressed further in this article.
Object-based storage devices (OSDs) have recently been used in parallel file systems [Schwan 2003; Carns et al. 2000; Weil et al. 2006b ]. In our simulations, local OSDs are only used to store data indices, rather than simulating the input-output (I/O) behavior of storage devices. On receiving a lookup request, a server searches its local OSD; a lookup hit message is sent if there is a local match.
Performance Metrics
Search scope is defined as the ratio of the number of servers that queries have reached in a given search process divided by the total number of servers in the system. In (pure) flooding searches, search scope is only determined by the TTL values chosen, and thereby achieving 100% search scope is guaranteed by choosing a sufficiently large TTL value. However, TTL values have to be tuned for the size of the network being searched to reduce the cost of sending redundant messages. In probabilistic flooding searches, using large TTL values still cannot guarantee achieving 100% search scope. This is an important difference between (pure) flooding searches and probabilistic flooding searches. In HFS of LWDLS, achieving 100% search scope is also guaranteed if the TTL values chosen are large enough. By caching the lookup histories on every server in the system, one can choose large TTL values safely with reduced network traffic. In this study, with fixed traffic cost, we aim to maximize search scope, while, with fixed search scope, we aim to minimize traffic cost.
Search efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of servers searched over the total number of messages sent during a search process. This metric is used to evaluate the cost of processing a lookup request on average. It is combined with search scope in order to evaluate the scalability of a search algorithm.
Average neighbor distance is used to evaluate the effectiveness of reducing topology mismatch. Minimizing average neighbor distance implies a better match with the underlying physical network. This quantity is measured both before and after calling probing and pruning operations.
Effectiveness of the HFS Search Algorithm
First, we compare the performance of probabilistic flooding search algorithms with the pure flooding search algorithm [Jiang et al. 2008] . In the pure flooding search algorithm, upon receiving a lookup request, the receiver forwards lookup messages to all its neighbors, except for the sender of this request. However, in probabilistic flooding search algorithms, a server only forwards lookup messages to a subset of its neighbors, which are selected based on a probabilistic value (called P) on each hop along the search path. We used P = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 values respectively for choosing neighbors to demonstrate the basic mechanism of probabilistic searches.
In Figures 12 and 13 , we showed the results of running probabilistic flooding search algorithms on the two example overlay networks. This was shown although probabilistic flooding algorithms are less interesting to us for reasons including the lack of 100% search coverage even assuming large TTL values, and slower search speed than the pure flooding search algorithm [Jiang et al. 2008] . The results show that with the same TTL value, the probabilistic flooding search algorithms have smaller search scope than pure flooding search, but they achieved higher search efficiency. Smaller search scope implies slower search speed, and thus these algorithms are less suitable for HPC systems.
Second, we compare HFS of LWDLS with pure flooding search [Jiang et al. 2008] . The HFS algorithm was tested on the two overlay network graphs, and is primarily compared with the pure flooding search algorithm [Jiang et al. 2008 ], because they are more comparable than other methods (such as the probabilistic flooding search) in terms of having similar search speed, search scope, and few/minimal requirements for state maintenance.
We ran HFS under four different modes including HFS with pruning, with probing, without probing or pruning, and with both probing and pruning. The results from simulations using the network graph with M = 5 are shown in Figure 12 . In this section, we analyzed the performance of HFS without probing or pruning. The analysis of running HFS with probing and/or pruning is described later in Section 5.4. Figure 12 (a) shows that, given a lookup request with certain TTL value, the HFS algorithm without probing or pruning had similar search scope on average to pure flooding search [Jiang et al. 2008] , but the HFS algorithm achieved higher search efficiency than pure flooding search on every TTL value used, as shown in Figure 12 (b). The savings are more distinct compared to pure flooding search when using TTL values ranging from 2 to 4. As the search coverage nears 100%, the search efficiency of the HFS algorithm drops quickly, especially for TTL values of 5, 6, and 7. This is because on the low-degree network graph HFS has fewer opportunities for taking advantage of states accumulated on the triangles formed by servers in the local neighborhood. In addition, some research [Ripeanu et al. 2002] has shown that 95% of any two servers are less than 7 hops away; in such situations, messages with TTL = 7 are rarely used. Figure 13 shows the results of running the HFS algorithm and pure flooding search algorithm on the network graph with M = 80. Running the HFS algorithm without probing or pruning had similar search scope to pure flooding search algorithm, but it had much higher search efficiency. In Figure 13 (b), the efficiency of pure flooding search dropped quickly from TTL = 2. This shows the high cost of running pure flooding search on high-degree network graphs, and indicates the saving of search cost by the HFS algorithm is significant by comparison.
In summary, from the results of using the low-degree and high-degree network graphs, we find that the search coverage that can be achieved depends on the system scale, the degree of the connectivity of overlay networks, and TTL values chosen. In HFS, the only parameter needed is the TTL value, which is simpler to characterize (tune) than the parameters required for probabilistic search methods. As HFS is a (pure) flooding search algorithm, for sufficiently large TTLs, HFS always finds the data in a network. However, practically smaller TTLs are suitable for typical networks. In particular, limiting TTLs is necessary to control network overhead because the TTL value controls the number of messages generated. If a piece of data should not be located with the given TTL, policies for trying larger TTLs on retry are possible, although beyond the scope of the current study. Such adaptive TTL policies on retry could also provide further evidence for ways to adapt the overlay network to manage connectivity.
Effectiveness of Probe and Prune Protocols
We studied the effectiveness of probe and prune protocols on the two example overlay network graphs. We ran simulations where every server was scheduled with a set of TTL = 2 lookup requests, and then we evaluated the changes of overlay network graphs after the simulations. The ratio for pruning used was 0.5. This ratio was chosen because we tried to make the servers connected with the same switch to become neighbors, and once a communication ran across more than one switch, the latency is modeled as doubled, which is reasonable for certain networks. In general, the ratio and the shortest neighbor distance together determine the size of the region from which a server adds other servers into its neighbor list. Figure 14 shows the changes of server degree distributions on the two example network graphs by pruning operations of LWDLS. Results showed that the degrees of servers that had high-degree were reduced by pruning operations. This effect is more distinct on the network graph with M = 80 as shown in Figure 14(b) . This is because high-degree servers have more redundant long-distance overlay links because of the mechanism of randomly selecting neighbors when the network was generated (which introduced topology mismatch). Furthermore, high-degree servers had more opportunities to handle pruning operations than others (whether initiated by themselves or by their neighbors). The effect of reducing server degrees indicates the effectiveness of pruning operations, and implies the concomitant reduction of topology mismatch. Figure 15 shows the changes of distribution of neighbor distances after pruning operations. These results are from the same simulations shown above. The average neighbor distance was reduced on the two example network graphs by pruning operations during search. In Figure 15(a) , the effect of reducing the average neighbor distance is not distinct. This is because the initial overlay network graph is relatively sparse, and there are a limited number of triangles that can be used by pruning. This implies more time and lookup requests are needed for exploring the physically close servers. However, on the high-degree network graph with M = 80, the reduction of average neighbor distance is more pronounced than on the low-degree network. In addition to the effect of reducing server degree as shown in Figure 14 (b), these results indicate that reduction of topology mismatch, and thus indicate the effectiveness of the pruning operations.
In Figures 12 and 13 , we have also shown the search performance of HFS with probing and/or pruning operations. In Figure 12 (a), HFS with probing achieved larger search scope than pure flooding search using TTL values of 2 and 3 on the low-degree network graph, while having higher search efficiency than pure flooding search algorithm [Jiang et al. 2008] . Although the efficiency is lower than running HFS without either probing or pruning operations, the extra cost incurred by probing and pruning was compensated by the reduction of topology mismatch. In Figure 13 , on the high-degree network graph with M = 80, HFS running under different modes achieved higher search efficiency than pure flooding search. However, in Figure 13 (b), running HFS with probing using TTL values ranging from 3 to 7 had much higher search efficiency than running HFS under other modes. This is so for two reasons. First, on the high-degree network graph, finding physically close servers is easier than on the low-degree network. Second, as more servers that are physically close are grouped as neighbors by probing operations, more triangles are formed in the local neighborhood. Therefore, HFS is able to use the states accumulated from larger number of triangles with updated knowledge bits to reduce redundant messages.
In summary, HFS has comparable search scope to pure flooding search algorithm [Jiang et al. 2008 ], but HFS has higher search efficiency. Furthermore, HFS can be used independently without either probing or pruning for cases where reducing topology mismatch is not required. As shown in Figure 13(b) , on the high-degree network graph, HFS with probing achieved better search performance than pure flooding search or HFS running under other modes. The results clearly show that probing and pruning operations are able to reduce topology mismatch.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we presented LWDLS, a lightweight data location service for Exascale storage systems and geo-distributed storage systems. LWDLS provides a search-based solution for locating data; it enables free data placement, movement, and replication. With the probe and prune protocols and the HFS algorithm, LWDLS is able to address the problems of topology mismatch and inefficient search performance of the pure flooding search algorithm [Jiang et al. 2008] .
Compared with existing search methods, LWDLS is comparatively more lightweight and scalable in terms of low overhead, high search efficiency, and for its ability to avoid global state as well as periodic messages. For example, LWDLS can be used as an independent data location method in nondeterministic storage systems [Nowoczynski et al. 2008; Curry et al. 2012] and in deterministic storage systems [Weil et al. 2006b; Yang et al. 2004 ] to deal with cases where search is needed.
The effectiveness of LWDLS has been tested through extensive simulations modeling large-scale HPC storage environments. The results show that LWDLS is able to locate data quickly and efficiently with low cost of state maintenance.
In this article, we focused mainly on the search algorithm, protocols, and performance, without covering operational aspects such as recovery from hardware or network faults. In the future, we will extend LWDLS with features such as improved fault-tolerance capacity. Furthermore, in this study we focused mainly on the search problem in nondeterministic storage systems. Finding data is a prerequisite to dealing with other related problems of building nondeterministic Exascale storage systems, such as read and write policies, replication mechanisms, and versioning. In the near future, we will test LWDLS at larger scale with different replication strategies, and test it under other physical network topologies and various network environments.
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